Pool Facts & Descriptions
Main/Lap Pool:
This 188,000 gallon, 25 yard long, 6 lane pool is perfect for the lap swimmer and
recreational swimmer alike. During adult fitness swim times, all 6 lanes are open
for lap swimming with a diving well for water jogging and therapy. During open
swim times this pool touts a 12ft deep end with a 1 meter diving board for
fantastically fun dives and entries into the water. Not into diving? Head down
towards the 4ft deep shallow end and play some water basketball! This pool also
has a chair lift, gradual ramp, and wall ladders for entry and exit. Our most
versatile pool can be set up to accommodate a variety of needs and groups
including swim meets and other special events. This pool is kept around 83.5-84.5
degrees.

Tot Pool:
Perfect for the little ones, this 13,000 gallon shallow water pool ranges
from 9inches to 2ft in depth and features a fun whale slide play mats for
kids. This pool is kept in a temperature range of 90-92 degrees to help
keep your little ones warm. This pool also features easy access stairs for
patrons of all ages and abilities.

Wellness Pool:
Our most popular pool! This warm water pool, 89-91 degrees, has a 3ft in the shallowest
area and 4ft 8in the deepest area. The lazy river is 3ft 6in the entire length of the river.
Because of the pool depths and temperature ranges, this pool is ideal for programs like
swimming lessons, therapy, water aerobics and open swimmers. This pool utilizes a UV
sanitation system to help cut down on the chlorine usage in the pool.
Hot Tub:
Our hot tub boasts over 2,000 gallons of 102
degree water and therapy jets to help melt
away stress and provide therapy to your
muscles and joints. We utilize a UV sanitation
system to help cut down on the chlorine usage
in the water. The hot tub may be used by
anyone 16 years or older. Our hot tub has easy
access stairs and a transfer wall for easy of
entry.

Sauna:
Our dry sauna is a great place to be before or after a workout, or even by itself.
No one under the age of 18 is permitted in this 165-170 degree sauna.

